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ness of healing potential in this group of

employs the biological knowledge about

am not able to see the differences?

remedies, that resonate with many of the

the way the different animals sense, func

fundamental human issues. Many of our

tion and experience to explain symptoms

Glad to say: No, it isn't.jo Evans provides us
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that arise in proving and through clinical
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with symptoms, provings and cases, all sol

chrests but do not get the relief we expect,

experience. The reason for this is that our

id information. The author is clear about

will benefit from our knowledge of sea

understanding

the remedies. She compares them, subtly

remedies.

based on feelings, sensations and experi

jo Evans
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physiology,
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els, anyway. Once you look at the pictures,
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to readers not familiar with sea remedies,

senses, beginning with the sensory systems

you will not end a chapter before you know

history,

Organon,

as interesting and enchanting is this world

of marine invertebrates. Taste, smell, vision,

more about this creature.

materia medica, provings, toxicology, cases,

to explore through ]o Evans' book. She looks
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and

Cypraea?

hearing and touch are explored in individual
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enology).
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fore we call ourselves scientists. Future ho
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nard Cohen's sad song* could have been
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too factual and dry only or too ungrounded

sung about our knowledge of sea remedies

this one.

understood and used on many different

and speculative. The whole book is a prod
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have heard of so far.
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ing knowledge.
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